
 
 
  

 



               

Cylindrical 

Application 

 

 

 

 

Grade：AISI304/AISI316L/AISI201/AISI430 
Surface：Mirror/Hairline/Bead Blasted/Vibration, etc 
Color：Gold/Coffee/Bronze/Black, etc 
Size：Length and Width range 10cm-100cm 
      Height range 10cm-100cm 
      Thickness range 0.8mm-2.0mm 
 
Application：This product can be directly used as a 
flowerpot, where soil is placed to plant flowers and 
plants. It can be placed indoors or outdoors without fear 
of sun exposure or wind and rain. 
 

Merit: This product is made of stainless steel, with strong 
corrosion resistance, beautiful appearance, and durable. 
The appearance and color of this product can be 
customized according to customer requirements, 
and the pattern or LOGO can be customized. 
 

Stainless steel flower pot series are suitable for modern luxury 
architectural decoration, its products are novel and unique in 
shape, beautiful and generous, durable and not easy to break. 
It's suitable for outdoor and public places or for placing flowers in 
homes, buildings and companies, downtown streets, family 
rooms, clubs, hotels, airport halls, railway stations, subway 
stations, commercial buildings, shopping malls, convention and 
exhibition centers, gardens , hotels, villas, coffee shops, flower 
shops, schools, streets, communities, various halls or aisle 
decorations and other occasions. Stainless steel flowerpots are 
pot-shaped containers used in private garden villas and hotel 
gardens. Compared with ceramic flowerpots, stainless steel 
flowerpots are more modern in shape and can create different 
shapes. Give more choice to meet the further needs of modern 
decoration. 



             
   

Square 

Application 

As shown on the left, this large square flowerpot is mainly 
used in public facilities to grow small saplings, which is 
durable and can better ensure the root growth of small 
saplings. When these saplings need to be moved, they can 
also be moved directly together with the stainless steel 
flowerpot, which is much more convenient than directly 
planting them on the roadside. 

Grade：AISI304/AISI316L/AISI201/AISI430 
Surface：Mirror/Hairline/Bead Blasted/Vibration, etc 
Color：Gold/Coffee/Bronze/Black, etc 
Size：Length and Width range 10cm-100cm 
      Height range 10cm-100cm 
      Thickness range 0.8mm-2.0mm 
 
Application：This product can be used as the outer 
barrel of ordinary flowerpots to protect the flowerpots 
made of plastic materials from cracks and discoloration. 
It can be used for indoor and outdoor decoration. 
 

Merit：This product is made of stainless steel, with strong 
corrosion resistance, beautiful appearance, and durable. 
The hollow patterns and colors can be customized 
according to customer demand to meet the different 
requirements and occasions. The appearance surface, 
the pattern or LOGO can be customized according to 
customer demand. 

As shown in the picture on the right, this large square flower 
pot is mainly used in public facilities to grow small saplings, 
which is durable and can better ensure the root growth of 
small saplings. When these saplings need to be moved, they 
can also be moved directly together with the stainless steel 
flowerpot, which is much more convenient than directly 
planting them on the roadside. 
 



               

Application 

Rectangular 

As shown in the picture below, the rectangular flowerpot is suitable for planting flowering plants. Pink, white, red 
and green complement each other. The contrast between sunlight and the cool tones of stainless steel makes 
people feel more refreshing and comfortable. Stainless steel cube flower pots are placed outdoors, which are not 
only neat, but also easy to clean, making the overall atmosphere fresh and refined. 

Grade：AISI304/AISI316L/AISI201/AISI430 
Surface：Mirror/Hairline/Bead Blasted/Vibration, etc 
Color：Gold/Coffee/Bronze/Black, etc 
Size：Length and Width range 10cm-100cm 
      Height range 10cm-100cm 
      Thickness range 0.8mm-2.0mm 
 

Application：This product can be directly used as a 
flowerpot, where soil is placed to plant flowers and 
plants. It can be placed indoors or outdoors without fear 
of sun exposure or wind and rain.or decoration. 
 

Merit：This product is made of stainless steel, with strong 
corrosion resistance, beautiful appearance, and durable. 
The appearance and color of this product can be 
customized according to customer requirements, and the 
pattern or LOGO can be customized. 
 



               

Application 

Polygonal 

Stainless steel flower pots have a series of product 
characteristics such as high strength, corrosion 
resistance, acid and alkali resistance, anti-aging, 
sturdy and durable, long service life, not easy to fade, 
bright and beautiful in color, etc. After PVD ion coating, 
the original surface is luster and strength of stainless 
steel, as well as its physical, chemical and mechanical 
properties are not affected. Then, flowerpot can be 
directly processed for subsequent processing, which 
can effectively exert all the characteristics of stainless 
steel, a green and environmentally friendly metal. 
Exquisite production technology, unique product 
appearance, innovative design concept, is your first 
choice for home life. In order to meet the market 
demand, our company provides European-style, 
Chinese-style, indoor, outdoor and other types of 
stainless steel flowerpots, which are economical and 
practical; the surface of indoor flowerpots is mostly 
painted with brushed electroplating, which is beautiful, 
eye-catching and colorful. The color of the flowerpot 
can be selected by demand, and we offer more color 
choices. It can also be customized with pictures, and 
we provide professional designers to help it complete 
what you want! 

Grade：AISI304/AISI316L/AISI201/AISI430 
Surface：Mirror/Hairline/Bead Blasted/Vibration, etc 
Color：Gold/Coffee/Bronze/Black, etc 
Size：Length and Width range 10cm-100cm 
      Height range 10cm-100cm 
      Thickness range 0.8mm-2.0mm 
 
Application：This product is mainly used as a decoration 
in an artistic environment. It can be put into water. It can 
be used as a vase and plastic flowers can be directly put 
into it for decoration.or decoration. 
 

Merit：This product is made of stainless steel, which has 
strong corrosion resistance, goodlooking,durable. The 
shape of this product can be customized according to 
customer demand. The appearance of this product can 
be customized according to customer requirements, and 
can be customized patterns or LOGO. 



                      

Beijing Shenghe Zhongtai Stainless Steel Co., Ltd. 

Tel/Whatapp: +86 13581790576 
E-mail: ella@sunsongss.com 
Website: www.sunsongss.com 
Facebook: Beijing Sheng he Zhong tai Stainless Steel Co., Ltd 

https://www.facebook.com/sunsongss/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSghV1ZWQT8S3FBTkXVxM9Ld5ZvODbjjZT13lc2ZJMBN68pjc-VMkLjZ9xxwaFpfQXSRJaR6GHg5PXlhuDPuQzIVhkUf58I0DyFGOB6wVXWBRyySxLhUKdxbbtWu8nbvM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
tel:+86%2013581790576
mailto:ella@sunsongss.com
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